MAGNA CARTA
Law, Liberty, Legacy

Exhibition open until 1 September 2015

Under 18s go free + free children's audio guide

'Packs a mighty emotional punch'
– The Guardian

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
– Daily Telegraph

Book now at www.bl.uk

Sponsored by
Linklaters
MAGNA CARTA
Law, Liberty, Legacy

#MagnaCarta

Exhibition open until 1 September 2015

Discover the history and challenge the myth of one of the world’s most famous documents. Together for this once-in-a-lifetime moment are two of the four original 1215 Magna Carta documents, Jefferson’s copy of the US Declaration of Independence and one of the original copies of the US Bill of Rights, stunning paintings, maps, statues and royal relics.

Magna Carta events
To celebrate the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta, we have a fantastic events programme featuring Shami Chakrabarti, Michael Ignatieff, Jesse Jackson, Atifete Jahjaga, Dan Jones, Helena Kennedy QC, Geoffrey Robertson QC, Albie Sachs, Bryan Stevenson and Mark Thomas. Visit our website for more details.

Tickets: £12
Concessions available
Under 18s go free

Collect a free children’s audio guide at the Box Office

Supported by Magna Carta
800th Anniversary Committee

Book now at
www.bl.uk/magna-carta-exhibition

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'A thrilling glimpse of freedom itself'
– Daily Telegraph

⭐⭐⭐⭐
– The Independent

‘In Magna Carta: Law, Liberty, Legacy a document resonates’
– The New York Times